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WHAT NEXT AFTER RUSSIA’S THREE BIG MISTAKES? 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

 

With three bad mistakes, Russia has manoeuvred itself into an uncomfortable corner. Despite its clear military 
edge on the ground in Eastern Ukraine, its strategic situation looks weak. In a worst-case scenario, Russia could 
turn itself gradually into a paranoid pariah state with a crumbling economy and mounting internal tensions. That 
makes the situation dangerous. Nudging Russia out of that corner poses a major challenge for the West. The 
very weakness of Russia's strategic position makes it unlikely in our view that Russian president Putin will choose 
the open war against Ukraine which could send Russia’s economy into a tailspin and ultimately undermine his 
hold on power. But as the situation in Eastern Ukraine may now come to a head, we need to watch the tail risks 
very carefully. 
 
RUSSIA’S THREE BIG MISTAKES 
 
Mistake 1. Russia faces two major strategic challenges: Islamic fundamentalism at its Southern rim and the rise of 
a big and populous China right next to Russia's resource-rich but sparsely populated Far East. Instead of mod-
ernising its economy with eager Western capital and technology, Russia has now alienated the West, that is its 
one big neighbour who had wanted merely peaceful commerce and some minimum respect for freedom and 
democracy.  
 
Mistake 2. Respecting Russian wishes, Europe had never offered full EU or NATO membership to any ex-
Soviet country except the small Baltics. So far, a disinterested Europe would have been content with leaving 
Ukraine in a buffer zone between the EU and Russia. But by trying to prevent Ukraine from even signing an 
association agreement with the EU, Russia has set in motion a chain of bloody events that will probably poison 
relations between some 80-90% of Ukraine and Russia for a long time to come. In short: Moscow has probably 
lost Kyiv, once the cradle of Russia's magnificent civilization, for good. Kyiv has chosen Europe, and Europe is 
now more welcoming to Kyiv than before. 
 
Mistake 3: In its covert support for the pro-Russian irregulars in Eastern Ukraine, Russia has apparently supplied 
them with very deadly and very sophisticated weapons. In a weekend interview on NBC, US Secretary of State 
Kerry saw a “build-up of extraordinary circumstantial evidence” that MH17 was shot down by pro-Russian ir-
regulars with a missile provided by Russia. With every day that passes without Russia coming clean about how 
the separatists got their sophisticated weapons, and with every report about separatists tampering with evidence 
about MH17, Russia's chance to salvage its global image gets a little smaller. For an insecure country, whose 
leaders seem to crave global respect, that is not very comfortable. Remember that Russia reportedly spent some 
€30bn to impress the world and its own population with a splendid Winter Olympics in Sochi. But the images 
that will now stick in the minds of people around the world are those of MH17.  
 
Saying that Russia made big strategic mistakes is not the same as saying that its behaviour has been irrational. 
Putin may have miscalculated the consequences of some of his actions. But at every major turn, Russian behav-
iour seemed to follow some logic. Having lost the big game for Kyiv when the shots on Maidan square dislodged 
Yanukovich rather than Ukraine’s pro-European protesters, Putin gave his domestic popularity a big boost by 
snatching Crimea at gunpoint. Trying to weaken the post-Maidan Ukraine without inviting harsh Western sanc-
tions, he chose covert rather than overt aggression in Eastern Ukraine. After the first military success for Ukrain-
ian forces two weeks ago, he apparently sent more sophisticated weapons across the border to preserve a military 
stalemate while still not intervening openly. We may soon find out whether Russia acts rationally and now helps 
to contain the conflict - or whether Putin has started to believe his own propaganda instead.  
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THE CHALLENGE FOR THE WEST 
 
In dealing with Russia, the West needs to combine a firmness on principles and staunch support for the victims 
of conflict with a measured approach that leaves Putin a peaceful way out of his corner. That includes frequent 
contact with Russia and a gradual step-by-step approach to sanctions, tying specific sanctions to specific Russian 
actions. By and large, that seems to be the case. 
 
As discussed repeatedly over the last five months, the threat of an open Russian war against Ukraine is the big-
gest tail risk to our cautiously positive outlook for the Eurozone economy. The direct loss in trade with Russia 
and, more importantly, the impact of the current conflict on confidence is one key factor which currently keeps 
the Eurozone economic recovery a bit more muted than we had expected at the end of last year. We may have to 
brace ourselves for a further dip in confidence indicators over coming months. The situation in Ukraine seems 
to be coming to a head.  
 
Russian behaviour is now much more under the global spotlight than before MH17. The costs to Russia of seri-
ous misbehaviour would now be even steeper. If Russia remains ultimately rational – and if the West continues 
to set roughly the right incentives with a firm but measured response – chances are that the tail risk of an open 
Russian invasion of Ukraine will not materialise. That is and remains the basis for our economic calls. But again, 
we have to watch the situation carefully. 
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